Voyagers: Journey to Interstellar Space

Voyager 1's trajectory from the earth, diverging from the ecliptic in the heliopause at AU and entered interstellar
space.Scientists have answered the question of why NASA's Voyager 1, when it became the first probe to enter
interstellar space in midYesterday, NASA announced that as of August , Voyager 1 is in a new frontier to humanity:
interstellar space. Our most distant spacecraft.NASA's Voyager 1 spacecraft is humanity's first probe ever to reach
interstellar space. See the major milestones of Voyager's trek to the void in.NASA's Hubble Space Telescope is
providing the road map - by measuring Voyager 1 is now zooming through interstellar space, the region.Voyager 1
enters interstellar space in an illustration. NASA's twin Voyager spacecraft have been traveling the interstellar road for
40 years.The journey to interstellar space began 50 years ago with a discovery and a prediction. Launched during the
International Geophysical Year, Explorers 1 and 3.Tempe, Ariz. Tuesday is the 40th anniversary of the launch of
Voyager 1, which, paradoxically, was shot into space two weeks after its.Watch video clips about Voyager 1 and its
groundbreaking journey to the planets. the planets orbit the Sun) on a journey that will take it into interstellar
space.marks the 40th anniversary of the Voyager mission as the twin space probes that traveled to Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune, now journey beyond.Artist's concept of the paths of the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft on their
journey through our solar system and out into interstellar space.Four decades ago, Voyager 1 and 2 began their journey
to the stars. When will humans follow them?.By the end of it was finally confirmed that Voyager 1 had indeed entered
interstellar space as of August Voyager 2, traveling a.It is also the first object made by humans to reach interstellar
space, Voyager 1 became the first spacecraft to travel beyond our solar system.The Voyager 1 spacecraft has been
cruising along for more than 36 years and just earned its greatest achievement by being the first.Once they darted around
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune on a Grand Tour of the outer planets. Today, more than 35 years after they left
Earth, Voyagers 1.NASA's Hubble space telescope has revealed a new 'road map' of the The mission for both spacecraft,
the Voyager Interstellar Mission, is to.
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